
RumorA

Educate language learnes on language specific
sounds - including alphabets and specific,

relevant letter combinations
Establish basis for improved comprehension of

language learners
Improve the confidence of language learners

using the application

PronouncePerfect seeks to:

PronouncePerfect is a proposed mixed reality
application that seeks to serve as a tool for

language learners. The application focuses on
familiarizing language learners with the sounds

inherent within a given language. 

Initial Digital Prototype:
Before undergoing name and scope alterations, the
initial prototype featured limited functionality and

limited options for study.

PronouncePerfect has undergone a great deal of change
throughout it's numerous iterations to this point in development.

The name of the program itself and the scope of the program have
been changed considerably as a result of careful consideration,

advising, and user feedback.

Developmental Iterations

PronouncePerfect

Initial Wireframe:
Initially, PronouncePerfect was intended to only serve as an alphabet

pronunciation guide. However, after the initial wireframe, and
further consideration the scope was broadened to include letter
combinations. The scope was again broadened to add a common

phrase list - for additional user benefit.

PronouncePerfect
Designed and Researched by Arthur Oakley

Advisement Provided by Dr. Jolanda Tromp

PronouncePerfect was initially called LaPronuncia! and then subsequently RumorA - in favor of a
shorter, more memorable name. However, the name has ultimately been changed to

PronouncePerfect. This is in an effort to be more approachable and appealing to an English speaking
audience. speaking market. The name also better reflects the prurpose of the program itslef.

Branding

LaPronuncia!

Broadening of Scope: 
After numerous discussions with multi-lingual friends

and acquaintances, I opted to broaden the scope of
PronouncePerfect to include resources for learning and

studying common Italian sounds and common Italian
phrases

Current Digital Prototype:
Currently, the prototype features three

options of study for users. The program offers  
a basic alphabet introduction, letter

combination pronunciation guide, and a
common phrase introduction and study guide.


